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Writers of The Daily Show can often be found refuting claims that their expression should 

receive the title of journalism. In an interview, Jon Stewart, the then host of the program, denied 

his show was made up of any serious reporting and countered the argument stating it was just “a 

group of people that really feel that they want to write jokes about the absurdity that we see in 

government and the world and all that, and that’s it.” (Pew Research Center: Journalism & 

Media staff, 2008). The construction of views, like this, on the correct practice of news reporting 

and ideological beliefs influenced the now brand identity of The Daily Show with Trevor Noah. 

Alternative journalism is more appropriate identifier of this news that is reported and is 

presumably the most popular among a younger audience. Public opinion has always been 

influenced by television, but with the recent election, previously less political individuals are 

tuning in more often waiting for the satirical and witty report with the popular host Trevor Noah. 

The younger generation of millennials, can be analyzed to show the effects of an enjoyable news 

reporting of politics and the culture it creates. The Daily Show with Trevor Noah constructs an 

identity of “likeable politics” through the progression of alternative news techniques segmented 

towards a less politically invested audience.  Pew Research reports investigating recent viewer 

trends, draws attention to the increasingly informed audience and the interaction between digital 

expression and political ideology.  The zeitgeist of the current era is more political than ever, 

establishing a paradigm between politics, humor, and popular culture. From this, an important 

question arises that may be asked of The Daily Show audience: What does it really mean to be 

political?  

The Daily Show is currently hosted by Trevor Noah, a young 32-year-old, South African 

liberal on the television network Comedy Central. The network is owned by Viacom Global 

Entertainment Group, a unit of the Viacom Media Networks. Its writers include a diverse group 
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of men and women lead by multiple producers including Noah. The Daily Show with Trevor 

Noah first aired September 28, 2015 and left the audience with a skeptical view on the new 

seemingly “less political” host. The comparison to Jon Stewart was a biased, but appealing way 

for viewers to test political involvement: Was Trevor Noah really the right host or was he simply 

charming and less sarcastic? In an interview, Noah reacted to many assumptions that he wasn’t 

the proper individual to take over the beloved program by responding, “I never considered 

myself a very political person. Then when I travelled, I realized, ‘Oh no, I am extremely 

political.’ It’s just that in my country, the base level is so politically engaged that we don’t think 

it is.” (Aitkenhead, 2016). In classical America, it is evident that the level of political 

involvement is oftentimes assumed with class, education, and even gender, whereas other 

cultures and countries may experience politics as the driving force behind all their daily 

decisions. But with the recent election, more and more individuals labeled as “unpolitical” are 

finding time to listen to programs, such as, The Daily Show. They are staying up with current 

events in a way that is easy to understand and that may eventually influence life decisions. 

Through this, it is clear to see that politics exists on a spectrum of understanding and can be 

explored differently in many cultures, including television shows. The Daily Show highlights a 

specific kind of politics that extends widely on the spectrum affecting a large majority of 

individuals, but impacts millenials the greatest.  

The Daily Show’s audience is inherent with the political ideology the show promotes, but 

the demographic of millennials has increased more than it ever has in past years. “Among daily 

late night talk shows, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah is the only series to record year-over-

year growth among both total viewers and Adults 18-49.” (Luczak & Kenny, 2017). A major 

factor in the appeal of expressions like this is the use of alternative journalism and soft news 
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techniques, promoting the use of humor as a filter for all things political. According to Bekken, 

alternative journalism refers to an oppositional stance to the subject matter being covered outside 

of dominant media channels. Soft news, also called market-centered journalism, is a journalistic 

style and genre that blurs that line between information and entertainment (Mills-Brown, 2014). 

Compared to hard news, these two techniques focus on the unconventional presentation of media 

seen in late-night television shows (Bekken, 2017). Politics have woven their way through 

popular culture and are no longer a topic off-limits in conversation.  

The Daily Show’s brand of “likeable politics” is essential in millennial engagement and 

encourages every partisan view to be understood through humor. It is entertaining and 

informative. It blurs the lines between full knowledge of the subject and arrogant and total 

naivety. It brings previously contentious subjects into the mainstream of discussion. Because of 

this, The Daily Show, through its use of witty political figure critiques, highlighting the absurd, 

attracts a largely millennial audience. Although similar programs, such as Saturday Night Live, 

The Late Night Show with Stephen Colbert, and The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon have also 

shown an increase in viewership, they differ in one important aspect that places The Daily Show 

on a pedestal above; they don’t have a millennial host, someone between the age of 20 and 36. 

This advantage of having a host in the same age range of the audience that the brand targets, 

creates a relatable quality that can be rare in modern television. In study conducted by Uslaner 

(1998), it was shown that it is not television that makes people less trusting, but optimism for the 

future that makes people more trusting. With this in mind, it is inferred that Noah’s more positive 

approach with humor is supplying millenials with a more light-hearted news source therefore 

making people more trusting of him. This is the environment of “likeable politics”.  
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Likeability and competence are two characteristics that are commonly seen on two ends 

of a gamut, but the background and rhetorical delivery of Trevor Noah’s news monologues 

solidify his acceleration in both. The further establishment of a brand of “likeable politics” is 

strengthened with the physical presentation of Noah, as well as his use of articulate diction and 

swift methods which he chooses to deliver current affairs. In an article by Mills-Brown, it is 

suggested that “the least politically engaged citizens are more likely to view soft-news programs 

and outlets,” but with the ever increase in alternative journalism, it can be argued that these types 

may instead create a stepping stone for the publics interest in more challenging politics. 

The non-syndicated series provides endless entertainment in accordance with current 

events, leaving a small half-life and an increase in immediate watching. Millennials driven to 

keep up with current politics, often times to discuss with friends, rely on the short, easily-

accessible, viral videos recapping the daily events. The Daily Show is perfect in establishing this 

same concept. It is instant gratification, something similar to the updates via Twitter and 

Facebook, that keep them coming back for more. Mauricio Delgado, associate professor of 

psychology at Rutgers University, talks about the phenomenon that the brain chemically releases 

dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with pleasure, after receiving instant likes and favorites 

on various social media apps.  “The same brain areas (that are activated for food and water) are 

activated for social stimuli (Soat, 2015). All of these social ‘reinforcers’ are abstract but show 

similar activity in the reward centers of the brain” (Soat, 2015). Similar to the results of the 

study, Millennials gain a sense of control, over politics when they view The Daily Show; 

something very likeable and reinforcing. They are inclined and almost dependent on the delivery 

of their politics through the lens of recurring comedy, which dually softens the harsh reality of 

many current events and constructs it more pleasurably.  
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 Popular culture, humor, and politics all can be derived from a democratic and highly 

rhetorical nation. The new zeitgeist of the current decade can be seen as a paradigm between the 

three.  Many have criticized the public for assuming they are more informed than they actually 

are. But in a study by Broxmeyer, the author draws on the conclusion that popular culture and 

public involvement in law shouldn’t be criticized, because without it, our country isn’t a 

democracy. Our current culture brings politics to the mainstream through ‘Third Month Mania,’ 

‘The Donald J. Trump Presidential Twitter Library,” and public figure interviews, all segments 

of The Daily Show (The Daily Show). Prior to Trump’s Campaign, very few citizens wanted to 

take a strong stance on politics or devote any of their day for the purpose of educating 

themselves in politics. The Daily Show provides a more interesting and entertaining debrief 

versus the regular mediums of newspapers and online articles. The show is made up of mostly 

criticism of Trump’s campaign trail, in which many millennials along with other groups showed 

immediate visceral reactions.  

In a segment of The Daily Show, Noah criticizes Trump for trying to gain votes from 

African Americans after visiting a church in Detroit. He states in a dramatic, sarcastic fashion 

that, “The speech that Trump delivered at this church was from his heart. Now you could feel 

that it was from the heart because Donald Trump told us,” along with showing the audience an 

image reading ‘Orange Tries to Woo Black’ in the popular TV show’s font (The Daily Show 

with Trevor Noah, 2016). It is here that the increase in viewership and political advocacy can be 

seen with the reference both to popular culture and ties to the importance of major issues, such as 

equality. Combining the two, it’s effortless to perceive that there would be an effect on 

millennials, who are increasingly looking for content occupied with more social issues. “They 

were raised with a sense of fairness, and that’s what they’re trying to enact now. Everything they 
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do has to align with those values” (Nededog, 2016). Rossing (2010) argues that this unusual path 

towards social justice cultivates both a critical reasoning capacity and sensitivity to action in 

pluralistic settings necessary to navigate the complexities and uncertainties in race in public 

culture and law. He also suggests that “comedy models a humanizing consciousness that enables 

citizens to act in pluralistic communities with humility and forgiveness,” which is highlighted 

sporadically in Noah’s manuscripts (Rossing, 2010).  

Through numerous segments of The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, it is easy to see the 

cultivated relationship between popular culture, politics, and humor. The construction of a brand 

identity, “likeable politics,” allows the millennial audience to become informed while also being 

entertained. With this comes the increase in awareness of current affairs that is largely attributed 

to the progressive millennial demographic. This audience is willing to talk about politics because 

comedy provides a less harsh, common ground between partisan views. The use of alternative 

politics, and its ever increasing consumption, produces a new atmosphere of media where it 

becomes almost strange to not talk about politics socially and academically. Over time, The 

Daily Show has transformed with differing hosts, but Trevor Noah has prevailed with his 

convincing delivery of “likeable politics” to a relatable millennial audience.  
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